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Creativity Can Happen Where You Lease Expect It! (Cont.) 

RCFE# 015601302 COA #246 

 Introducing Acacia Creek’s WhatsApp Group 

 Here is a fun fact from the American 
Therapeutic Recreation Association Facebook 
page written by Melody Gilbert:   
 
“In the midst of the polio epidemic—a disease 
that placed tens of thousands of children inside 
iron lungs, and many at home—a young San 
Diego schoolteacher named Eleanor Abbott 
invented Candy Land, one of the most popular 
board games of all time.  Abbot created the 
game inside a polio ward, as a patient herself, 
with the hope of giving the immobilized children 
around her a momentary sense of freedom and 
mobility.  As a way of further connecting with 
the kids, Abbot featured on the game board an 
illustration of a boy with a leg brace.  Milton 
Bradley was quick to buy the game from Abbott.  
And to this day, Candy Land continues to be 
popular, more than 65 years after the disease 
was eradicated.  Of course so many of us played 
this game as kids, but I found the back story 
fascinating.  Who knew?  Makes me wonder 
what will be invented from this pandemic?”   
  
 Last month, I wrote about the positive of 
being bored, and one of the attributes was that it 
increases a person’s ability to be creative.  I 
hope that you are allowing yourselves to be in a 
creative space to see where your imagination 
can take you.     
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 There are so many creative residents at Acacia Creek that specialize in different 
mediums such as water color, woodworking, origami, sewing, inventing, music and 
writing - just to name a few.  It is amazing to see their crafts in person. 
 We don’t showcase these creative, beautiful items often enough though. With 
that being said, we are working on an idea of showcasing residents’ creative pieces at 
the end of the month.  We are looking at you to feel inspired in your creative space 
and show us what you got.  If this is a space that is uncomfortable for you to be in, 
challenge yourself to try something new.  You may be surprised at what you come up 
with.  Who knows, maybe you are the person who comes up with the next children's 
board game that stands the test of time? 
 Stay tuned for more information but start getting creative now!  If you have 
any questions or want to discuss some ideas, reach out to Nancy, Penny or myself.  
We would be excited to brainstorm with you! 
 
Carolee Rodrigo, CTRS, RTC 

 Acacia Creek is excited to launch the use of WhatsApp, a mobile 
communication app that allows users to stay in touch with friends and family—
anytime and anywhere—and offers secure and reliable messaging and calls from all 
over the world. What makes Whatsapp great is that it allows users to send a variety 
of media: text, photos, videos, documents, GPS location, and even voice calls. 
Messages and calls are secured with end-to-end encryption so no third-party 
companies have access to your messages or information. 
 This platform will be a great tool to communicate to residents via their smart 
devices. Messages will be sent out to residents on the WhatsApp Acacia Creek 
resident group for real time announcements and updates.  
 Examples of communication that we would be able to send include event 
reminders, news updates, and even individual messages in case staff need to reach 
out to a specific resident. Whatsapp’s service is free so you’ll be able to send photos, 
memos, and even voice recording without hassle. 
 Stay tuned for more information regarding WhatsApp and its rollout to the 
community. 
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Gratitude 

  Yanasa Williams, Health Fitness Specialist           Gym ext. 3731 

  During this challenging pandemic, people have been rushing to markets and 
panic-buying essential supplies, including vitamin supplements like zinc and vitamin 
C, hoping to boost their immune systems to protect themselves against COVID-19. 
Contrary to common belief, we have more control over our immune systems than we 
think. In fact, there are more effective ways to keep our immune system strong and 
healthy without having to buy supplements. Here are three critical ways to protect 
your health: 
 Sleep & Stress 
Not getting enough sleep can leave your body depleted and open to infection. By 
sleeping eight hours a night, the body produces vital immune cells which can fight off 
infections and boost your immune system. Managing stress is known to be one of the 
key factors in protecting your immunity. Chronic stress can cause systemwide 
inflammation which can increase cytokines. 
 
Cytokines are damaging proteins that produce in the body when under chronic stress, 
keeping the body tired and in a constant state of “fight or flight.” Meditation and 
exercise are ways to reduce stress levels. 
 Nutrition 
Having a smart and responsible diet is important especially during a pandemic. Not 
getting enough zinc, vitamin E, protein, and essential fatty acids can compromise 
your immune system. Be sure to include plenty of fruits, vegetables, protein, 
antioxidant-rich foods such as berries, spinach, and avocados into your daily diet. A 
diet high in sugar and processed foods will wear down your body which makes it hard 
to fight infections. Supplements are okay but studies on their effectiveness are still 
uncertain. Zinc has been shown to fight viruses but that doesn’t guarantee protection 
against COVID-19. The best method to getting nutrients is through healthy eating.  
 Exercise 
Physical activity is one of the best ways to support your immune system. It fights off 
inflammation and stimulates immune cells to circulate in the body, keeping them on 
the lookout for other infected cells and fighting them off faster. Consistent physical 
activity reduces your risk for diseases like obesity, diabetes, and heart disease which 
play a huge role in your immunity. Even while practicing social distancing there are 

   Over the last few weeks I have been overwhelmed by the amount of gratitude 
team members are receiving from residents. This generous expression of gratitude is 
absolutely helping to boost the entire community during this disruptive time. 
President James Monroe said, “A little flattery will support a man through great 
fatigue”. While flattery isn’t the best term to use, acknowledging the efforts of others 
helps support them during challenging times. In fact, gratitude also supports us on 
our successful aging journey.  
 The expression of gratitude is not only a gift to the recipient; it has positive 
effects on the person expressing gratitude as well. Acknowledging what we are 
grateful for increases positive emotions in us. These positive emotions help us deal 
with adversity, and they have a positive impact on our overall health and happiness. 
Gratitude also helps us appreciate positive experiences and handle difficult ones with 
grace. It helps us recognize all the good in our lives and that much of that good lies 
outside of ourselves. This helps us connect to something larger than ourselves as 
individuals, whether to other people, nature or a higher power. 
 Practicing gratitude also helps us live in the present moment and be grateful for 
what we currently have, rather than thinking on what we lack. Gratitude reminds us 
what’s important. It’s hard to complain about the little things when you can give 
thanks that your family and friends are happy and healthy. It’s hard to get stressed out 
about paying bills when you have supportive neighbors. 
 Harvard Healthbeat shared a study on gratitude where researchers asked all 
participants to write a few sentences each week. One group wrote about things they 
were grateful for that had occurred during the week. The second group wrote about 
daily irritations or things that had displeased them, and the third wrote about events 
that had affected them (without emphasis on being positive or negative). After 10 
weeks, those who wrote about gratitude displayed more optimism and felt better 
about their lives. Surprisingly, they also happened to exercise more and had fewer 
visits to physicians than those who focused on sources of aggravation. 
 It is no wonder our community believes in the Community Civility Standards: 
“We are grateful to be part of this community.” It shows our dedication to building 
goodwill and strong relationships. Thank you for making our community stronger 
during these challenging times. We will come out of this better than ever! 
 
  Penny Vittoria, Successful Aging Coach 
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Move for Wellness (M4W) – All Movement is Good Movement Special Events  

 Sunday - May 3, 17 and Monday, May 25 / Chan. 1-61 
 Guided Meditation 
 Dive into meditation this spring, and learn to focus on what feels good in mind and body. 
 Want to have a good body? Tend to the mind. This 10 to 15 minute practice is a simple  
 meditation that will create the foundation for transformational practice.  
Tuesday, May 5 Cinco de Mayo Hallway Happy Hour Celebration / All Hallways and 
 Villas 
 This year, our annual Cinco de Mayo Celebration is going to look a little different.  We  
 will be celebrating with everyone at their door step.  We will begin celebrating at 2:30 p.m. 
 with mariachi music and margaritas.  We will also have a non-alcoholic drinks and small 
 snacks. We will start at 2:30 p.m. and will move through the building, so listen for the 
 roaming party in your neighborhood. 
Tuesdays 
 The Mind Explained / Chan. 1-61 
 Ever wonder what’s happening inside your head? From dreaming to anxiety disorders, 
 discover how your brain works with this illuminating series. 
Wednesday - May 6, 13, 20, 27 
 Masterpiece Living First Lyceum / Chan. 1-61 
 We are rebroadcasting Masterpiece Living’s first Lyceum from April.  This series featuring 
 different experts in the field of successful aging. 
 Chat with Chuck / Chan. 1-61 
 Chuck will share recent community news and updates. 
Thursday - May 7, 14, 21, 28 
 TED Talks with Quiz / Chan. 1-61 
 Pick up a quiz from concierge prior to the talk.  After listening, fill out the quiz and turn it 
 back into the concierge by the following Tuesday.  On the following Wednesday at “Chat  
 with Chuck”, a winner will be announced from the finished quizzes for a prize!  If you are 
 unable to listen on Thursday morning, pick up a quiz as the link for the talk will be listed on 
 the quiz.  You have to be in it to win it! 
Friday - May 1, 8, 15, 22, 29 
 Hallway Happy Hour / 4 p.m. 
 Check the weekly calendar for when Hallway Happy Hour will be coming your way.  Team  
 members will be serving a red wine, a white wine and ginger ale for your enjoyment.   
 Service will start at 4 p.m. and will continue until all apartments on that designated floor are  
 served.  Be outside of your apartment and ready if you would like to partake. 
 Balcony Aria with Tracy Cox / 4:30 p.m. 
 Check the calendar for the date that Tracy will be singing outside your balcony and step  
 outside to hear Tracy sing a beautiful aria. 

 

* Chan. 1-61 is the channel you usually tune into during Meet with Martin.  Remember you must 
click on 'Guide" on your remote,  enter "1" and scroll down until you find "1-61", as you won’t 

see it on the channel listing.      

 This is our 10th year participating in Move for Wellness (M4W), our month
-long campaign to track and possibly boost our physical activity. Now more than 
ever, it’s important to be mindful of the amount of physical activity we are 
engaging in. If you find that your routines have changed, why not see how you 
can add in more physical activity into a new routine? Be on the lookout for 
special programs in May that will accommodate physical distancing while 
allowing us to move together! 
 Participating is very simple this year. Every resident will receive a M4W 
information sheet with a tracking log on the back side. Just log the amount of 
time you are physically active each day and turn in your completed log sheet on 
May 31. It’s that easy! Starting May 1 each Friday we will ask people to wear a 
past M4W t-shirt, or their favorite color, for the Shelter in Pace Walk at 1:30 pm. 
We want to see if enough residents and team members can walk six feet from 
each other to make a complete circle around the building. Maybe some of you 
mathematicians will let us know how many people we need to make that 
possible.  
 Move for Wellness is not only a campaign to improve our physical 
wellness. It has also been our favorite way to bring people together and unite the 
community in achieving a common goal. We are not organizing official teams or 
getting t-shirts this year, but this is very much a team effort. We will do our best 
to schedule a portrait at the end of May. It will likely be a collage of all the 

Snapshots of Acacia Creek in 2020 

Do you have awesome pictures of Acacia Creek to share? We would like to 
collect these photos and create a community slideshow! We are now accepting 
any and all photos taken during this shelter in place. You can take them from 
inside your home, outside around the campus, photos of pets, or your friends 
from six feet away! Email your photos to Monica each week:  
mpelcastre@acaciacreek.org. Every week she will create a new slide show 
with your photos.  
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